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In recent years, the requirements of the high spatial resolution and dE/dx for the flavor, Z pole,
and Higgs physics in the high-energy physics have been raised. To meet this requirements, the
design of high-energy e+e- colliders has been improved the very high luminosity to Tera Z. The
Circular Electron Positron Collider (CEPC) is a proposed high-luminosity factory for Higgs and
Z pole run, with a the maxim luminosity of 1036𝑐𝑚−2𝑠−1. Time Projection Chamber (TPC) is an
important detector option for tracking in e+e− collider, which included the high spatial resolution
and excellent particle identification (PID) resolution. The Pixel readout TPC technology, known
for its low material budget, high occupancy, and good PID capabilities, is developed as a promising
option at the Tera Z comparing the classical pad readout TPC technology. By the utilizing cluster
counting, the pixel readout can significantly enhance PID resolution. The simulation studies
are ongoing at Institute of High Energy Physics, CAS to improve detector performance at the
different granularity readout. This paper presents the structure of the pixel readout TPC simulation
framework and some preliminary results. The simulation results demonstrate the optimization of
the high-granularity readout (300 𝜇𝑚 ∼ 500 𝜇𝑚).
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1. Introduction

The Circular Electron Positron Collider (CEPC [1] ) was been proposed as a Higgs and high
luminosity Z factory (at 91 GeV[2]) in last few years. The detector conceptual design of a updated
detector consists of a tracking system, which is a high precision (about 100𝜇m) spatial resolution
Time Projection Chamber (TPC) detector as the main track device in very large 3D volume. The
tracking system required the high precision performance requirements, but without power-pulsing
not likely as the International Linear Collider (ILC), which leads to additional constraints on detector
specifications, especially for the case of the machine operating at the high luminosity Z pole (Tera
Z). TPC detection technology requires longitudinal time resolution of about 100ns and the physics
goals require Particle Identification Detection (PID) resolution of very good separation power
with cluster counting to be considered. The simulation and PID resolution show TPC technology
potential to extend Tera Z at the future e+e- collider.

TPC technology utilizes dE/dx for particle identification, primarily for hadrons (𝜋, K, p)
and electrons. Using methods like truncated mean or maximum likelihood data analysis, dE/dx
resolution typically reaches <5%[3], making it widely used in previous collider experiments [6]. The
traditional pad readout, employs pad units on the order of millimeters (e.g.,1𝑚𝑚×6𝑚𝑚) for dE/dx
measurement via charge summation. Pixel TPC technology, known for its low material budget, high
position resolution, high occupancy, precise track reconstruction, and excellent PID resolution, is a
focal point for international collaborations such as ECFA and LCTPC [4]. However, this approach’s
Landau-like electron distribution results in a long tail, hindering the correlation between measured
energy loss and particle species. An alternative method, cluster counting(dN/dx), following a
narrower Poisson distribution. The dN/dx measurement offers the advantage of mitigating various
sources of fluctuations compared to the dE/dx measurement, potentially yielding a resolution that
is twice as precise.

When the dimensions of readout units and the electron diffusion during the drift process are
smaller than the distance between ionization clusters, a strong correlation emerges in the charge
deposition on the readout plane, enabling the reconstruction of ionization clusters. This paper
presents a simulation study and its findings centered on primary ionization clusters in a pixel
readout TPC. By investigating the properties of primary ionization clusters and their relationship
with pixel size, we aim to optimize pixel size and explore how improvements in PID resolution,
influenced by dN/dx measurements, can be achieved.

2. TPC Technology for e+e− collider

TPC detector comprises two main components: the drift volume and the end-plane. In
the drift volume, inert argon-based gas serves as the primary working gas, while the end-plane
handles critical functions like electron amplification, charge collection, and signal readout. Figure
1 illustrates the TPC’s operation: charged particles entering the chamber ionize the working gas,
forming ionization tracks. These tracks drift towards the readout plane due to an electric field
along the z-axis. Ultimately, readout detectors at the end-plane collect these tracks after electron
avalanche amplification. Typically, a uniform magnetic field of 1-3 Tesla, aligned with the electric
field, serves as the primary track detector.
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With increasing demands in various experiments, especially in collider physics, precise and
stable tracking detectors are essential. For instance, the CEPC requires the TPC to achieve a
momentum resolution of 𝜎𝑝𝑡/𝑝2

𝑡 < 10−4𝐺𝑒𝑉 , including a position resolution of approximately
∼ 100, 𝜇𝑚. Simultaneously, as collision luminosity rises in colliders and flavor physics goals at
the Z pole are pursued, there is a strong demand for the detector’s particle identification capability,
which must be less than 3%.

Figure 1: The working principal of TPC.

In recent years, an international collaboration, including CERN RD51 group of the Advanced
Gaseous Detector and Electronics Research, has extensively researched TPC readout using Micro
Pattern Gaseous Detectors (MPGDs). Various detectors, such as standard GEMs, Micromegas,
Resistive Micromegas, THGEMs, and GridPix[5–7], have made significant progress. Researchers
worldwide are actively improving TPC detector’s performance at the high luminosity. One promis-
ing approach is optimizing the readout structure to identify the primary ionization clusters using
the high-granularity pad size.

2.1 Pad readout TPC detector

Typically, the Pad readout size is in the range of millimeters, and each individual Pad unit is
equipped with dedicated channel to fulfill the counting rate demands of MPGD. The micro-pore
structure of MPGD and the typical Pad readout structure are depicted on the right side of Figure
1. The Pad readout structure is commonly designed as a 1𝑚𝑚 × 6𝑚𝑚 strip readout unit, with the
long side aligned parallel to the track extension direction.

The resolution 𝜎𝑝𝑎𝑑

𝑟 𝜙
of the pad readout TPC in the 𝑟𝜙 direction towards the boundary of the

cylinder chamber in the 𝑥𝑦-direction, and the resolution 𝜎𝑝𝑎𝑑
𝑧 in the 𝑧-direction for tracking along

the drift length of L, that are described as follows:
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where the term ( 6𝑚𝑚
ℎ𝑝𝑎𝑑

) accommodates the amount of charge (𝑄𝑝𝑎𝑑) collected on the pad,
which has a height ℎ𝑝𝑎𝑑 different from the nominal 6𝑚𝑚 height designed for the TPC detector. In
conventional dE/dx detection, charge summation is typically carried out using the center-of-gravity
method. This approach is commonly employed across a wide range of experiments, from small to
large Pad readout TPC, as illustrated by the following function:

𝑅𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥 =
𝜎𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥
𝜇𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥

∝ 𝐿−0.32 · 𝑁−0.13 = 𝑁−0.45 · 𝐺−0.13 (2)

In the formula, 𝑅𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥 represents the measured resolution of ionization energy loss. It is evident
from the equation that decreasing the size of the readout Pad also contributes to some extent to
the enhancement of dE/dx. However, it is important to note that this reduction in Pad size also
introduces a more intricate electronic connection system as a corresponding trade-off.

2.2 Pixel readout TPC detector

Pixel readout[8] TPC detector technology employs a micro-electronically system (MEMS) or
the bump bonding to process the chip and create a pixel grid for charge digitization. These readout
units typically have higher granularity, usually ranging from tens to hundreds of micrometers,
enabling precise single-electron cluster detection and improved track resolution. Figure 2 shows an
schematic the pixel readout.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of pixel readout structure.

The resolutions for the pixel readout TPC in the transverse directions, 𝜎𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙
𝑟 and 𝜎𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙

𝑟 𝜙
, as

well as the resolution in the longitudinal z-direction for a drift length L, are provided as follows:

𝜎
𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙
𝑟 = 𝜎

𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙

𝑟 𝑝ℎ𝑖
=

√︂
(𝜎𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙
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)2 + 𝐿𝐷2

𝑟 𝑝ℎ𝑖
(3.0𝑇
𝐵

)2

𝜎
𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙
𝑧 =

√︃
(𝜎𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙

𝑧0 )2 + 𝐿 (𝐷 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙
𝑧 )2

(3)

where 𝜎𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙

𝑟 𝜙
= 16 𝜇𝑚,which is determined the zero drift length in a 3.0 Tesla magnetic field.

𝐷𝑟 𝜙0 represents the transverse diffusion coefficient of the operational gas (T2K gas) under the
influence of the magnetic field and at saturation drift velocity.
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Unlike the pad readout, which achieves better resolution when the track aligns with the readout
unit extension, square pixel units provide precise track measurements even at angles. Under identical
conditions, pixel readout significantly improves momentum resolution by increasing track sampling
points. Furthermore, the primary clusters’ reduced sensitivity to fluctuations enhances the particle
discrimination capability of pixel readout. However, it’s worth considering that reducing the pixel
readout unit’s area allows for single-electron cluster analysis but leads to an increase in channels,
data volume, and power consumption.

3. Simulation study of the pixel readout

3.1 Simulation framework

The CEPC Pixel Readout TPC software framework is built using Garfield++[9]and Geant4[10].
The framework consists of two parts: signal digitization and data reconstruction. The digitization
part parameterized processes such as primary ionization, drift, diffusion, and amplification at the
readout. The data reconstruction includes event finding, track reconstruction, and the assessment of
detector performance using cluster counting. This software framework facilitates a comprehensive
simulation of particle tracks within the TPC, enabling research into detector performance parameters
such as dE/dx and PID during various physical processes.

The geometric parameters of the TPC were adopted from the CEPC TPC design, featuring an
inner diameter of 0.3 m and an outer diameter of 1.8 m. The drift distance covers 2.35 m, which
equals half the length of the CEPC TPC. A magnetic field of 2 Tesla is applied, and the selected
working gas is T2K.

Figure 3: The CEPC Pixel Readout TPC software framework.

3.2 Track simulation under TPC geometry

The simulation of tracks relies on the integrated HEED interface in Garfield++. This interface
enables the simulation of primary ionization processes. During the simulation, the Track Heed
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function is used to retrieve information such as the count of primary ionization clusters and the
distribution of cluster sizes.

Figure 4(a) displays the normalized distribution of ionization clusters along the track of incident
particles. Along this track, the distribution of clusters is uniform, providing theoretical evidence
for the feasibility of measuring primary ionization clusters. Simulation studies were conducted to
examine the number of primary ionization clusters under varying readout unit sizes, as depicted in
Figure 4(b). According to the simulation results, when the pixel size is 1, 𝑐𝑚 in T2K gas, there
are 37.4 cl./cm. This aligns with the expected primary ionization count of the minimum ionizing
articles in argon-based gas (approximately ∼ 30 cl./cm), confirming the model’s validity. With
a pixel size of 300, 𝜇𝑚, the number of primary ionization clusters is 1.2 cl./cm. Consequently,
theoretically, when the pixel size is 300 𝜇𝑚, it becomes possible to individually measure each
primary ionization cluster. These simulation findings can guide the optimization of pixel sizes to
effectively avoid redundant electronic channels and minimize power consumption.

Figure 4: Normalized results of ionization cluster distribution along the track (a); Variation in primary
ionization cluster count with pixel sizes (b).

To enhance our comprehension of the particle discrimination capabilities of pixel readout
technology, we investigated the number of primary ionization clusters for various types and mo-
mentum of the incident particles. The particle separation power (𝑆𝐴𝐵) for distinguishing between
two distinct particle types is formulated as follows:

𝑆𝐴𝐵 =
|𝜇𝐴 − 𝜇𝐵 |√︃
1
2 (𝜎2

𝐴
+ 𝜎2

𝐵
)

(4)

According to equation (4), the particle separation power is directly proportional to the difference
in average ionization. Figure 5 (a) displays the number of primary ionization cluster for 𝐾 and 𝜋
at various momentum. At 5 GeV/c, the separation power between these two particles reaches 7.5𝜎
(with 𝜎,∼, 0.8).

Conversely, Figure 5 (b) presents the separation power among different particles, including
𝐾 𝜋 𝑝 and 𝑒. It’s important to note that these results are based on the count of primary ionization
clusters. In practical scenarios, factors such as diffusion and electronics may reduce the detection
efficiency of cluster counting, and it may not achieve 100%. Nonetheless, the advantages of cluster
counting remain evident, significantly advancing research in the field of flavor physics.
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Figure 5: Ionization density of 𝐾 and 𝜋 particles at different momentum in T2K Gas (a); Particle separation
power among multiple particle types: 𝐾 , 𝜋, 𝑝, and 𝑒 (b).

3.3 Some simulation results

Based on the previous discussion and simulation results, if the size of the readout unit and the
diffusion during the electron drift process are smaller than the distance between ionization clusters,
then the charge depositions obtained on the readout plane will exhibit strong correlations and allow
for the reconstruction of ionization clusters. Due to the substantial drift distance in large TPC,
the impact of diffusion cannot be overlooked, and therefore, the method of cluster counting cannot
achieve 100% detection efficiency.

Figure 6: The PID resolution of 𝜋 and 𝐾 using the cluster counting method under varying detection
efficiencies. The red dotted line represents the typical PID resolution achieved by the charge summation
method (a); The impact of pixel size on separation power for 𝜋 and 𝐾 particles (b).

In Figure 8(a), the particle discrimination capability achievable using cluster counting methods
at different efficiencies has been analyzed. The red dotted line in the figure represents the typical
PID resolution achievable with charge summation methods (typically 2𝜎). It can be observed that
for particles with momentum in the range of 2-20 GeV/c, even at a detection efficiency as low
as 20%, the particle separation power using cluster counting methods remains higher than that of
charge summation methods.
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Figure 8(b) illustrates the relationship between the separation power of 𝜋, 𝐾 and pixel size,
with results based on pixel hit counts at the end-plane, considering the impact of diffusion. The
drift distance is set at 50 cm, and the drift distances from each point on the track to the end-plane
are equal. This simulation result indicates that when the pixel size falls within the range of 300
𝜇𝑚to 500 𝜇𝑚, it can potentially provide more than a twofold improvement in PID resolution.
Furthermore, with the incorporation of reconstruction algorithms within the subsequent software
framework, this result will undergo further optimization and enhancement.

4. Conclusion

A software simulation framework dedicated to the study of pixel readout technology has been
established. This framework is designed for investigating the properties of primary ionization
clusters, analyzing the advantages of pixel readout technology in particle discrimination, and
optimizing pixel sizes while ensuring detector performance. Based on simulations conducted
within this software framework, it has been demonstrated that employing pixel readout for cluster
counting can offer a potential improvement of at least two-fold when the pixel size falls within the
range of 300 𝜇𝑚 to 500 𝜇𝑚. Ongoing work involves the development of reconstruction algorithms,
which are expected to further enhance particle discrimination capabilities when the new function
will be integrated into the framework.
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